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Adidas: Where There Are Struggle 
and Emotions, There Might Be 
Opportunities
This is not the first time when struggle and emotions are surrounding shares of Adidas. We highlighted 
shares of Adidas back in October of 2014. It was reported in the media then that activist investors are getting 
involved.

According to the media report, the activist funds would seek management changes at Adidas, might remove 
CEO, and sell or spin-off fitness brand Reebok and golf label TaylorMade.

In October of 2014, Adidas announced a 1.5 billion euros buyback program, to be executed over the next 
three years.

A Bloomberg article was entitled “Adidas Placates Shareholders With $1.9 Billion Buyback”. In the article, one 
fund manager was quoted saying “this is just a tranquilizer pill for the beleaguered shareholders”. Another 
analyst was quoted saying “this may provide some comfort to shareholders”. 

The emotional picture painted in the article highlighted the fact that the company promised to maintain its 
dividend and was trying to show commitment to boosting its share price. 

The timing of this buyback was especially important, as Adidas’ share price declined by approximately 37% 
from its 2014 high.

For a thoughtful investor, timing and emotions could signal an opportunity for further research and 
understanding a bigger story that could be developing. 

Since buyback announcement in October 2014 Adidas shares performed very well, rising by about 215% 
percent over the next three years and significantly outperforming Germany’s main DAX Index.

Fast forward 5 years and Adidas shares are down 68% from June 2021 highs, down 60% year to date, and 
even gave back a large part of the 2014-2017 period gains.

Certainly the type of roller coaster you would not expect from a company with a 44 bil EUR market cap 
(January 2022).

I personally do not understand why Adidas partnered with Kanye West in the first place: he is a media 
personality after all.

Luxury fashion brand Ermenegildo Zegna that went public recently had partnered with Real Madrid football 
club. And Zegna is not a purely athletic brand.

So if you were in the Adidas place, why not stick to sports personalities as sponsors? It is almost guaranteed 
that with media and Hollywood personalities there will be scandals and mess.
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Adidas shares are currently trading at an EV/EBITDA valuation multiples of x6.3 and x9.8 based on FY 2021 
and FY 2020 EBITDA, respectively.

There are a lot of emotions evident presently around the shares of Adidas. But when there are emotions, 
there might be opportunities.
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Disclaimer

Etalon Capital, Inc. ("Etalon") is an independent research provider offering research and consulting services. The research products are for institutional investors 
only. The opinions expressed herein are those of Etalon and should not be construed as investment advice. This report expresses our opinions, which we have 
based upon publicly available facts and evidence collected and analyzed including our understanding of representations made by the companies we analyze. This 
document has been prepared for informational purposes only. This document is not an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell a security or enter into any 
other agreement. We have made every effort to ensure that all information contained herein that supports our opinions is accurate and reliable. All expressions 
of opinion and disclosed positions are subject to change without notice, and we make no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, 
or completeness of any such opinions and information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use, and we make no representation that we will 
update any information on this. The price target, if any, contained in this report represents the analyst’s application of a formula to certain metrics derived from 
the actual and estimated future performance of the company. Analysts may use various formulas tailored to the facts and circumstances surrounding a specific 
company to arrive at the price target. Various risk factors may impede the company’s securities from achieving the analyst’s price target, such as an unfavorable 
macroeconomic environment, a failure of the company to perform as expected, the departure of key personnel, or other events or circumstances that cannot be 
reasonably anticipated at the time the price target is calculated. Etalon may change the price target on this company without notice. This report is based on data 
obtained from sources Etalon believes to be reliable; however, Etalon does not guarantee its accuracy and does not purport to be complete. The opinion is as of 
the date of the report unless labeled otherwise and is subject to change without notice. Updates may be provided based on developments and events and as 
otherwise appropriate. Updates may be restricted  based on regulatory requirements or other considerations. Consequently, there should be no assumption that 
updates will be made. Etalon disclaims any warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, as to any matter whatsoever relating to this research report and any 
analysis, discussion, or trade ideas contained herein. This research report is provided on an "as is" basis for use at your own risk, and neither Etalon nor its affiliates 
are liable for any damages or injury resulting from the use of this information. This report should not be construed as advice designed to meet the particular 
investment needs of any investor or as an offer or  solicitation to buy or sell the securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. This report is provided for 
information purposes only and does not represent an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction where such an offer would be prohibited. Commentary regarding the 
future direction of financial markets is illustrative and is not intended to predict actual results, which may differ substantially from the opinions expressed herein. 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The analyst who is the author of 
this report does not have a position in shares of the companies that are the subjects of this report. However, Etalon prohibits analysts from trading in a way that is 
inconsistent with opinions expressed in reports (subject to exceptions for unanticipated significant changes in the personal financial circumstances of the analyst). 
All of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers. No 
part of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly,  related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research 
analyst in the subject company of this research report. This report may not be reproduced in part or in whole. Please do not redistribute this report.
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Etalon Capital, Inc. provides independent research with a focus on event-driven value equities to institutional 
investors. Events include M&As, spin-offs, activist investors, IPOs, SPACs, buybacks, recapitalizations, asset 
sales, hedge fund holdings, and other significant corporate transactions. These are diversified by sources of 
risk as well as risk/return profiles. We generate an edge with a unique research process, combining value, 
focus on corporate events, and story investing principles.
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